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Before anyone heard of Starshield, Rocket Lab and HawkEye 360 and

other commercial space companies made moves to better compete

in the national security arena. Credit: HawkEye

SpaceX launched a Falcon 9 rocket from Cape Canaveral on Dec. 28, with 54 Starlink internet satellites. Credit: SpaceX via Flickr

Now that SpaceX has established itself as a leading provider of U.S. national security

launches, it is seeking a bigger share of the defense market with a new product line called

Starshield. SpaceX quietly unveiled Starshield last month offering defense and intelligence

agencies custom-built spacecraft, sensors, and secure communications services leveraging

SpaceX’s investment in its Starlink network of broadband satellites.

Like other commercial players, SpaceX is eyeing opportunities fueled by the United States’

“great-power competition” with China and Russia. A U.S. national defense strategy document

the Pentagon released in October calls China a “pacing challenge” that threatens to surpass

the United States in defense and space technologies. To win this race, DoD intends to tap

commercial innovation.

“We have in the United States by far the most resilient commercial space enterprise

anywhere in the world. The Chinese know that, and we’re going to lean into that,” Deputy

Secretary of Defense Kathleen Hicks said Dec. 8 at an Aspen Security Forum in Washington.

“We’re going to make sure we’re working closely with the commercial sector and leveraging

all that commercial space capability.”

Russia’s war in Ukraine cast a powerful spotlight on the space industry, notably on the value

of imaging satellites and on SpaceX’s satellite broadband service Starlink. The system — with

well over 3,000 satellites in orbit and thousands more to come — demonstrated resilience

against jamming and showed the strength of this kind of proliferated architecture.

“This wasn’t available before,” John Plumb, assistant secretary of defense for space policy,

said Dec. 14 at the Center for Strategic and International Studies. Ukraine is the first major

conflict, he noted, where commercial space technology has come into play in a significant

way.

The integration of commercial space into military operations is “the way of the future,” Plumb

said. “It’s pretty clear now that the department doesn’t have to build its own constellation for

every mission set to introduce resilience.”

Heidi Shyu, undersecretary of defense for research and engineering, in a Nov. 21 memo said

the Pentagon anticipates greater dependence on the space industry and directed the

Defense Science Board to recommend steps DoD should take to ensure it has access to

commercial sources.

“Because of the rapidly improving commercial space capabilities, a comprehensive plan for

using commercial space systems in the context of classified U.S. space capabilities is

needed,” said the memo.

OPPORTUNITIES FOR COMMERCIAL SPACE

SpaceX has not shared many details about its Starshield product line and the company did

not respond to questions from SpaceNews about the initiative. SpaceX’s website describes

Starshield as a “secured satellite network for government entities” with an “initial focus” on

direct delivery of processed Earth observation data, secure global communications enabled

by inter-satellite laser links, and satellite buses for hosting “the most demanding customer

payload missions.”

The company also highlights its existing relationships with the U.S. military and the

intelligence community, as well as know-how gained in commercial Starlink operations.

Starlink’s ability to operate in Ukraine with little to no disruptions did not go unnoticed by the

Pentagon.

Bloomberg reported Dec. 20 that SpaceX sent 22,000 Starlink terminals to Ukraine since the

war began in February, including replacements for units destroyed in combat. A Ukrainian

government official told Bloomberg the country will request 10,000 more.

Starshield presumably would offer customized Starlink satellites and terminals that DoD could

own or lease, said Todd Harrison, defense budget analyst and managing director of Metrea

Strategic Insights.

“I think SpaceX is prepared to use the expertise and manufacturing prowess it has developed

from its Starlink business, mass producing pretty sophisticated satellites,” Harrison said.

National security space is now one of the

fastest growing areas of the DoD budget,

and commercial players like SpaceX “have

been preparing for some time to fill a

demand in the defense market,” he noted.

The 2023 spending bill Congress passed

Dec. 23 to fund the government through

Sept. 30 added $69.3 billion for DoD above

what the Pentagon requested. The defense

increase includes $1.7 billion for Space Force

programs.

SpaceX’s original approach was to sell

Starlink communications as a commercial

service to DoD, Harrison said, “but think

they’re finding that that’s harder than they

thought” and there are also lucrative opportunities in selling customized satellites leveraging

their existing production lines.

Starshield is drawing from SpaceX’s experience as a satellite supplier for the Space Force’s

Space Development Agency. SDA is procuring satellites to build a Transport Layer in low

Earth orbit, a mesh network that will move data collected by a Tracking Layer of missile-

detection satellites.

Under a 2020 contract, SpaceX teamed with Leidos Corp. to build four Tracking Layer

satellites that are projected to launch in March. With a hot production line pumping out an

estimated 120 Starlink satellites per month, said Harrison, “why not just double down on that

and build government-unique satellites if that’s what they want?”

Combining its manufacturing might and expertise building military satellites, he said,

“SpaceX can use that to break into this market and probably out-compete a lot of the

traditional primes.”

Andrew Penn, space industry analyst and principal at the consulting firm Oliver Wyman, sees

Starshield as a “logical next step for SpaceX to leverage its mass manufacturing of satellites

and terminals — one you could argue it has already taken through its SDA and related national

security work.”

SpaceX is essentially telling government buyers it is prepared to establish a separate

business unit to handle built-to-order satellites for defense and intelligence customers, Penn

noted. “The company will be better positioned to serve the military with its second-

generation Starlink satellite buses, which promise to be larger and capable of hosting

payloads with higher power requirements.”

Considering how fast the company builds satellites, Penn said, “there is an opportunity for

DoD to take advantage of a hot manufacturing line to realize meaningful cost savings

compared to more traditional bespoke acquisitions.”

DoD UNDER PRESSURE TO INNOVATE

The head of Space Force acquisitions Frank Calvelli said DoD has to move quickly to take

advantage of commercially available technologies, and pivot away from traditional

development programs that are perennially behind schedule and over budget.

“There’s a lot of pressure on the Department to go faster in space acquisition,” Calvelli,

assistant secretary of the Air Force for space acquisitions and integration, said Dec. 15 at a

Washington Space Business Roundtable event.

“Speed in space acquisition is a very simple formula,” Calvelli said. “You build smaller

satellites, you use existing technology and reduce non-recurring engineering. You take

advantage of commercial capabilities and you execute.”

These comments are an acknowledgment that the U.S. military “is going to have to embrace

a new model” for procuring space systems, said Even Rogers, a former U.S. Air Force space

operations officer and currently the CEO of True Anomaly, a new venture-backed space

startup.

“The Space Force needs to partner with companies like SpaceX and whoever can provide

fully integrated mission solutions, not just an algorithm or a singular spacecraft,” said Rogers.

DoD prime contractors, he said, are “really good at big and expensive programs that are sort

of the backbone to security infrastructure and deterrence. What they’re not good at is very

quick iteration to adapt to a rapidly changing environment.”

At the same time, commercial space companies face a tough financial environment and need

national security customers, he said. “Defense is where the big growth is going to be because

of the strategic competition with Russia and China. What the DoD wants is defense

technologies at the innovation rate of commercial technologies. That’s the Holy Grail.”

Trae Stephens, a principal at Founders Fund, whose investments include SpaceX, said

venture capitalists “are thinking about fundraising very differently than they were in 2020 and

2021.”

“Before, we kind of were complacent because we thought the world was this perfectly safe

place … and all the real money to be made was in consumer and internet products. And I think

Ukraine has woken people up,” Stephens said Dec. 3 on The Burn Bag national security and

foreign policy podcast.

“With everything that we’re seeing internationally, not only with Ukraine, but also what’s

going on in Iran, what’s going on in North Korea, the potential threat to Taiwan,” he said, “I

think everyone’s kind of coming back to the drawing board and saying, if we’re going to

invest in things that matter, that are strategic, that are mission-oriented, there’s a real

opportunity here.”

PURSUIT OF DEFENSE DOLLARS

What SpaceX has done with Starlink is to visibly demonstrate how commercial space

technology serves national security applications, said Peter Arment, aerospace and defense

industry analyst at Baird investment bank.

“This helps SpaceX obviously but also helps the entire industry attract investment,” he said.

“The defense spending space is sort of a rising tide at the moment.”

Before anyone had ever heard of Starshield, other companies in the space industry started

making moves to be better positioned to compete in the national security arena.

Commercial launch provider and satellite manufacturer Rocket Lab on Dec. 1 announced it is

establishing a U.S.-based subsidiary for defense and intelligence work, including classified

programs.

The new business, called Rocket Lab National Security, will have “close engagement with U.S.

government customers to understand their mission requirements, which may be dedicated

rapid call-up launch, satellite design, build and integration, spacecraft operations or all of the

above,” Rocket Lab spokesperson Murielle Baker said in a statement.

Tess Hatch, vice president of Bessemer Venture Partners, a Rocket Lab investor, said the

mood has shifted from a year ago “when investors in boardrooms were pounding our fists on

the table saying ‘growth at all cost.’” Defense customers can be “a little lumpy and

unpredictable. However, there are massive potential contracts,” Hatch said Dec. 6 at the

TechCrunch Space conference.

“With markets down and maybe commercial needing to push a little more throttle, the

diversity of the customer base is so important,” Hatch said. “The government is extra helpful

for space companies right now when the commercial side isn’t as efficient.”

Satellite manufacturer Terran Orbital shifted gears in late 2022 to better address military

customers, canceling plans to build a commercial remote-sensing constellation and instead

focus on producing space hardware for NASA, DoD and for Terran Orbital’s strategic investor

Lockheed Martin.

HawkEye 360, a commercial firm that uses

satellites to monitor radio-frequency

emissions, decided to focus almost entirely

on the national security market for signals

intelligence. This sector “has always been

the purview of the big defense industrial

base entities like Lockheed, Northrop and

Raytheon that build very expensive

spacecraft to do exquisite things,” HawkEye

360 CEO John Serafini said Nov. 17 at the

Baird defense investment conference.

To compete against traditional defense

contractors, Serafini said the company

moved to hire more workers with security

clearances, and invested in security-cleared

infrastructure and accounting systems.

Like other remote sensing industry players,

HawkEye 360 gained attention during the

Ukraine war. “We’ve performed over 1,000

individual missions over Ukraine, and it’s given us bona fides that we can then go take to

other places where we’re required, in particular Asia Pacific with the rise of China,” Serafini

said in September at a Gabelli Funds investors conference.

DoD’s attitude toward commercial firms and startups “has definitely shifted,” said Serafini.

“Has it shifted all the way where everyone’s totally embracing commercial capabilities that

are unclassified? No. But you have to find a middle ground.”

The market’s emphasis on profitability will drive companies to tailor products to government

needs, he said. “For too long startup companies were run by 20-something-year-old people

spending money like drunken sailors, and we know that doesn’t work out in the long term.

What you need is discipline to develop products that customers truly care about.”

In the satellite communications sector, commercial operator SES in March acquired Leonardo

DRS Global Enterprise Solutions, a network integrator and manager of satcom services for

DoD and other government agencies.

With the $450 million acquisition, SES will have a stronger presence in the national security

sector. The combination of the satellite operator’s U.S. subsidiary and DRS GES was recently

rebranded as SES Space & Defense to “reflect the organization’s new positioning and

expanded offering serving the needs of the U.S. government customers,” the company said.

COMMERCIAL SPACE IN ‘GRAY AREA’

The value of commercial satellites, meanwhile, have put private-sector assets directly in the

line of fire. Russian officials made that clear as they saw the essential role of Starlink

communications services in support of Ukraine. These threats have compelled the Pentagon

to consider options to compensate commercial companies if their satellites are damaged

while supporting the U.S. military in a conflict.

This is a striking reminder of how far private players have moved into domains that previously

only belonged to governments, said Casey Dreier, chief policy adviser for the Planetary

Society, a nonprofit that promotes space exploration.

Starlink is the poster child of this trend, he said Dec. 13. A private company being seen as a

valid target in warfare “crystallizes how all-encompassing and integrated space is to all sorts

of things that we take for granted in the current world order.”

This is raising tough questions for dual-use companies “that are being cross-pressured by

different needs,” said Dreier. “When the U.S. government is just one customer of many, do

you make a full commitment to the U.S. government to serve exactly their needs in ways that

we may not have fully considered?”

SpaceX, for example, could find itself in a sticky geopolitical situation if China invaded

Taiwan, said Dreier, given Elon Musk’s dual role as head of SpaceX and CEO of electric car

manufacturer Tesla, which has significant operations in China.

The United States, which is committed to the defense of Taiwan, would rely on DoD

contractors, including SpaceX, to support those efforts.

This article originally appeared in the January 2023 issue of SpaceNews magazine.
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Sandra, Great article - well researched, wide ranging, very informative. Nice work!
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She seems to be writing a run of good articles. Promising for the future.
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SpaceX has done incredible work with Starlink. Before Starlink, the largest constellation of satellites that I
know about is Iridium with fewer than 100 satellites on orbit. Starlink has 3000 satellites, with more added
every month. Not only is their launch rate something to behold, but they're also building about 4 new
satellites a day, which is unheard of.

Adapting their launch and production capabilities for dedicated military satellites looks like a good market
for SpaceX. They can take their proven satellite bus design and modify it as necessary to meet military
needs. They may need to switch to the government's laser crosslink system to be fully compatible with all
the other systems the military wants. Developing plug-and-play payloads to integrate with their bus would
allow them to meet a lot of military needs. Some examples that quickly come to mind include:

1. Multiple imagery payloads (electro-optical, SAR, MTI, multispectral, and hyperspectral)
2. Different frequency band communications payloads (UHF, broadband Ku/Ka, and EHF)
3. Electronic intelligence payloads for detection and geolocation
4. Joint Link-16 relay systems, perhaps even BACN
5. Launch detection and tracking
6. Weather observation
7. Space-based space surveillance
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You need to add kinetic and energy weapons platforms to that laundry list. Lacking those, all
the nice detection and tracking platforms can do is watch the enemy scrag their siblings before
it becomes their own turn to die. And all the fancy comm systems will be good for is
transmitting an all-points bulletin to bend over and kiss your ass goodby. Top to bottom
warcghting capability is what is needed in space, not just toothless hi-tech voyeurism on a
grand scale.
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When you can launch 60 new birds to one ASAT launch, kinetic ASATs are hopefully
a losing proposition.

There is, of course, the prospect of generating so much debris that nobody wins, but
that's not a problem we can do much about. But that's hard to do, and it's perilously
close to what somebody would classify as a weapon of mass destruction. At the
very least, it's a good way to invite strikes on all your launch facilities and airbases
capable of handling air-launched ASAT systems. From there, things to rapidly
downhill.

I do wonder how long it'll be after Starship is qualiced before USSF commissions a
Rods From God payload.
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in a war, it is trivial to stop us from launching via rockets. Simply take out
the well known few launch sites. Issue solved. 
Until we get a system that can take off from airstrips, it will be the case.
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"There is, of course, the prospect of generating so much debris that
nobody wins, but that's not a problem we can do much about."

- The Radical Moderate

If we can change the orbit of objects in space with close or near contact
explosions, we can do the same thing in LEO to signiccantly decrease the
perigee orbital velocity of the LEO satellite (or the quickly fragmented
satellite).

A 50 to 2,000 kilogram exploding chemical warhead coming in at the
satellite when it is at its perigee and directly at the satellite's front end or
front side at 5 to 7 kilometers per second against the satellite's orbital
velocity vector should de-accelerate the satellite or its fragments and
lower the satellite's or fragments' perigee enough to signiccantly
decrease the satellite's or fragments' orbital lifespan.

Think of it as a one big pulse de-acceleration opportunity. Timing and
positioning is critical.
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This doesn't work for intact satellites, and it certainly doesn't work for
small debris fragments.

If you hit an intact satellite with an explosion, you will cause it to radiate
thousands of debris fragments. Let's be optimistic and model them as an
ablative cone radiating out from the vehicle, with very few (but not zero)
fragments ejected along the orbital velocity vector (bad), a maximum
number of fragments ejected anti-velocity (good), and a varying
probability distribution between those extremes (some good, but many
bad). The net result is that you've taken one piece of debris in a well-
understood orbit and turned it into hundreds-to-thousands of pieces in
poorly-understood orbits.

As for existing pieces of debris: even if you could cnd them all, the cost
of placing something into their path is prohibitive. And if you have the
massive amount of delta-v needed to intercept tens or hundreds of
pieces of debris in a single launch, you'd be much better served using
better methods than blowing stuff up in their path.
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which is why we need a laser based clean up system. Sit above the
debris and shoot it on the 'front side' so as to slow it down. For small
enough debris, this would simply incinerate it.

Now, what is needed is to hold each nation responsible for their own
debris.
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OK. We could try to create a situation similar to reentry and we should get
orbital velocity reductions for all the enemy satellite's fragments. How
could this be accomplished?

The interceptor could consist of an air bag shaped like a drum with a
diameter that is thrice that of the longest diagonal of the satellite, and the
drum airbag interceptor should be headed into a direct head on collision
with the satellite occurring in the center of the drum's face.
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Good news for Elon---there has been an advance in steels
https://techxplore.com/news...

A research team mainly from the Northeastern University (China) and (MPIE,
Germany) designed a new processing route for compositionally lean medium-
manganese steels reaching tensile strength values of 2.2 GPa at an elongation of
20%, a so-far unprecedented combination for a material with such a lean alloying
content, exceeding the energy absorption capacity of current steels by a factor of 2.
They published their latest results in the journal Science.

Another cnd
https://phys.org/news/2022-...
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NASA has also recently developed ceramic-metallic superalloys with
borderline supernatural creep resistance at extreme temperatures.
Raptor 3s are going to be beasts.
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The best thing he ever did was getting people talking about steel again.

Now--the composite tank that ruptured--I heard he got that from Japan---
but I thought he inherited Beal's clament winder....which I heard was the
worlds largest--whatever became of that thing?
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Getting people talking about steel again was not the best thing, but
certainly one of the good things, Musk has done.

The big composite tank was built by SpaceX. SpaceX got the carbon cber
from Japan, not the tank.

I know nothing about Beal's clament winder. If it still exists, it's
presumably at McGregor.
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"whatever became of that thing?"- publisher

That is a great question. And who bought Beal's huge "810,000-pound
vacuum thrust hydrogen peroxide/kerosene" rocket engine? Where is that
huge Beal rocket motor today? Lots of folks, including me, would like to
see it. Note:

“In 1997, as part of a space privatization trend encouraged by the federal
government, Andrew Beal started an aerospace company to build rockets
with the goal of placing communications satellites in orbit.”

“Operating with more than 200 employees from a 163,000-square-foot
space in Frisco, TX, Beal Aerospace focused on a three-stage, 200-foot
tall rocket. Powered by hydrogen peroxide and kerosene, the engine
eliminated the need for a separate ignition system because, as the
hydrogen peroxide oxidized, it ignited the kerosene.”

“On March 4, 2000, Beal Aerospace tested the BA-810 Stage 2 engine,
which was the largest liquid-fueled rocket engine built since NASA's
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Interesting. Health issues in the mid to late 90s kept me from following
much about space during that period. But NASA had had a longstanding
policy of actively discouraging the formation of private-sector launch
companies from the time the Shuttle program started until the Columbia
disaster. If Beal had started his company a few years later, it might have
become what SpaceX became instead, or at least realistic competition
for SpaceX.
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I wanted those for SRB replacements.
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They shouldn't have to much problems integrating with the government optical communication
terminals, they have a contract with the Space Development Agency to build satellites for the
transport layer, one of the things the SDA has been working on is developing a set of standards
so optical communication can be vendor agnostic, it's quite possible that the hardware for the
the starlink optical links is compatible with the government system.
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Even if the government optical link system is not directly plug-and-play with that
used by Starlink, Starlink birds - or some fraction of them - could still carry DoD-
compatible optical terminals as hosted payloads.
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Iridium was ahead of its time -- just a glimmer of what the future would hold once the industry
recovered from the telecom bubble bursting.
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Ideally, they will put these in orbit around the moon and mars, while adding in various
enhancements (cameras, simple GPS, etc).
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So far Russia hasn't been able to signiccantly impact Starlink in Ukraine.
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That jamming reported in the media was normal GPS jamming. Starlink's
Dishy had used GPS to determine its location for pointing and timing.
Legacy GPS jamming by Russia (and Ukraine) broke it in the crst few
weeks. One of the Starlink engineers then designed a nifty algorithm to
eliminate any need for GPS (using Starlink birds as a GPS instead) which
solved the "jamming" problem.

Russia has yet to attempt serious KU/KA band jamming. If they pointed a
tracking dish at birds and performed replay attacks above the SLR of the
Starlink satellites it would take out that satellite's communication whilst
over Ukraine.

Edit: If this reddit dude adds an RF amplicer he apparently knows how to
jam them https://www.reddit.com/r/St...
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Russia has had Starlink dishes for months now. If it was as easy as you
claim it would have already happened.
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If it was as easy as you claim Russia would have already done it.
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Well maybe they haven't done it yet because you are making claims about
the vulnerability to Starlink "but this is something a kid could do out of his
mom's basement with maybe 500-$1K worth of supplies." that have no
basis in reality.
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Well you probably could attempt to do such a thing but there's a number
of things SpaceX has/could do to foil such an attempt, but also
broadcasting enough to jam all starlink satellites over Ukraine would
make your position pretty obvious which could have negative
consequences

⛺
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